
QuiBids' Hot Summer Products
You can get the latest products at great deals on QuiBids every day. In this release, QuiBids lists some of its most popular and on-demand
products of the summer.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK— QuiBids, the world’s largest entertainment retail auction site, is known for being the most fun way to get what you
want online. As the heat rises, QuiBids lists some of its top products to get you through those summer nights.  Watch for product updates such
as these on QuiBids Facebook as well as its Twitter.

The products mentioned are top-of-the-line brands with exceptional quality and for everyday use.  It is no surprise the Apple iPad Mini is at the
top of QuiBids’ hot summer product list.  It is a perfect size to deliver an experience every bit as big as the iPad. Apps made for the iPad also
work with the iPad mini. Next on the list is the Nikon D5100. This digital camera provides a superior performance and exceptional image quality
with surprising versatility.

The KitchenAid Professional Mixer is another hot product and great for entertaining. It can effectively mix up to 14 cups of all-purpose flour
and produce up to eight pounds of mashed potatoes, which go well with the Omaha Steaks that can also be found on QuiBids.  A Dyson Ball
Upright Vacuum is next on the hot summer list and is made for an outstanding cleaning performance.

The last item on QuiBids’ hot summer product list is the MacBook Pro. This new 17.3-inch MacBook’s processor delivers up to 2x faster
performance over previous generations. The new built-in FaceTime HD camera also allows you to make beautifully crisp and clear HD video
calls.

For additional product information on these hot summer products, visit QuiBids blog. Consumers can bid or buy any of these hot products at
competitive prices.  No one ever has to walk away empty-handed at QuiBids due to the company’s Buy Now feature.

About QuiBids
QuiBids is an online entertainment retail auction site that launched in October of 2009 with the mission to be the most fun way to get what you
want online. Their live auctions are more exciting, reliable and safer than other online auction websites. QuiBids has been a Better Business
Bureau (BBB) accredited business since 2010 and has had its bidding and shipping processes voluntarily examined by Grant Thornton.
QuiBids focuses on leading the innovation of the entertainment shopping industry.

Get Social with QuiBids:
QuiBids LinkedIn
QuiBids Pinterest
QuiBids CrunchBase
QuiBids YouTube
QuiBids Google+
QuiBids Stumbleupon
QuiBids FriendFeed
QuiBids Delicious
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